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Understanding the spin dynamics in antiferromagnetic (AFM) thin films is fundamental for designing
novel devices based on AFM magnon transport. Here, we study the magnon dynamics in thin films of
AFM S ¼ 5

2
α-Fe2O3 by combining resonant inelastic x-ray scattering, Anderson impurity model plus

dynamical mean-field theory, and Heisenberg spin model. Below 100 meV, we observe the thickness-
independent (down to 15 nm) acoustic single-magnon mode. At higher energies (100–500 meV),
an unexpected sequence of equally spaced, optical modes is resolved and ascribed to ΔSz ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 magnetic excitations corresponding to multiple, noninteracting magnons. Our study unveils the
energy, character, and momentum dependence of single and multimagnons in α-Fe2O3 thin films, with
impact on AFMmagnon transport and its related phenomena. From a broader perspective, we generalize
the use of L-edge resonant inelastic x-ray scattering as a multispin-excitation probe up to ΔSz ¼ 2S.
Our analysis identifies the spin-orbital mixing in the valence shell as the key element for accessing
excitations beyond ΔSz ¼ 1, and up to, e.g., ΔSz ¼ 5. At the same time, we elucidate the novel origin
of the spin excitations beyond the ΔSz ¼ 2, emphasizing the key role played by the crystal lattice
as a reservoir of angular momentum that complements the quanta carried by the absorbed and
emitted photons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The never-ending demand for faster and low-power
devices is stimulating the development of novel electronics
such as antiferromagnetic spintronics [1,2]. In this context,
insulating antiferromagnets are highly attractive as they
support novel spin-transport phenomena conveyed by AFM
magnons [3,4] without involving moving charges. As a
result, renewed interest is now focused on well-known
AFM materials, such as α-Fe2O3 (hematite) which offers
functional opportunities including long-distance spin trans-
port [5–7] and electrical switching of the Néel order [8–11].
Hence, to progress in AFM spintronics, magnon transport,
and its underlying microscopic phenomena, it is crucial
to understand the whole magnon spectrum, i.e., single and

multimagnons, in thin-film form as used for devices.
Indeed, thin films often present deviations in the spin
q-dynamics with respect to the bulk, owing to strain,
confinement, electronic band reconstruction, etc. [12–15].
Only limited information is, however, available on

magnon dynamics in thin films, mostly due to lack of
suitable experimental probes. Thanks to dramatic improve-
ments in the energy resolution, resonant inelastic x-ray
scattering (RIXS) is emerging as a powerful tool for the
study of spin dynamics in magnetic materials [16–25] and
in thin films [14,26,27]. Concomitantly, relevant progress
in the theoretical description of the RIXS process contrib-
uted to elucidate the complex magnetic interactions behind
the RIXS cross section [17,28–32]. As an example, a
unique sensitivity to multispin excitations up to ΔSz ¼ 2

was revealed [22,33–36], contrary to conventional magnon
probes. Therefore, this novel approach promises to bridge
the present gap in the study of single and multimagnons in
thin film and bulk materials.
Here, we focus on S ¼ 5

2
α-Fe2O3 aiming to investigate

the magnon modes and their q-dynamics in 30- and 15-nm
thin films by using high-resolution Fe L3-edge RIXS. Below
100 meV, the dispersing single-magnon mode revealed in
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the two thin films perfectly match each other as well as
the same mode in the bulk [37–39]. At higher energies,
our data instead displays unexpected, equally spaced peaks
in the approximately (100–500)-meV range with negligible
q-dependence. Combining the Anderson impurity model
(AIM) built on local density approximation (LDA) plus
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) and Heisenberg
model analysis, we demonstrate these modes to be magnetic
and noninteracting, corresponding to ΔSz ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
multimagnon excitations. Overall, our study provides infor-
mation on the fundamental magnetic modes in hematite thin
films, which are of relevance, e.g., for magnon transport and
pumping phenomena. At the same time, we highlightL-edge
RIXS as an effective method for accessing multimagnon
excitations. Thanks to an analysis of the spin character
during the intermediate state, we identify the spin-orbital
mixing in the valence shell as the key element for accessing
magnons beyond ΔSz ¼ 1 and up to ΔSz ¼ 2S. We also
demonstrate that the lattice-breaking spherical symmetry
plays a crucial role in accessing ΔSz > 2, effectively acting
as a reservoir for angular momentum.

II. EXPERIMENT DETAILS

High-quality crystalline thin films of α-Fe2O3 with
30 and 15 nm thickness are grown fully relaxed on
Al2O3 [10], realizing the typical hematite corundum
structure (see Sec. I of the Supplemental Material [40]
for further details). The spin momentum S ¼ 5

2
deriving

from the 3d5 high-spin electronic configuration of the
Fe3þ ions [see inset of Fig. 1(b)] lies in the (001) plane and
stacks antiferromagnetically along the c axis of the hex-
agonal cell; see Fig. 1(a).
Fe L3-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and

RIXS measurements are performed at the SIX 2-ID beam-
line of the National Synchrotron Light Source II [41]. The
RIXS experiment is conducted with an energy resolution of
ΔE ∼ 23 meV (full width at half maximum) at the Fe L3

edge. Linear-horizontal (π) polarization of the incident light
is used to minimize the elastic scattering in the RIXS
spectra. The films are oriented with the [120] and [001]
axes lying in the scattering plane; see Fig. 1(a). The
temperature is kept at T ¼ 100 K. The momentum q

dd + fluoSpin-flip excitations

(b)

(c)(a)

(d)

dd excitations charge transfer

Fluorescence

FIG. 1. Scattering geometry and experimental data for 30-nm α-Fe2O3 film. (a) Crystal and magnetic structure of α-Fe2O3. The blue
shaded area indicates the scattering plane defined by the [001] and [120] axes of the hexagonal unit cell. The black arrows labeled ki (kf)
represent the incident (scattered) x rays, while the double arrow refers to the π polarization. The momentum transfer q (green arrow) is
along the [001] direction. (b) Fe L3-edge XAS measured in the PFY mode using the RIXS spectrometer at Fe L3 edge, θ ¼ 33.5° and
2θ ¼ 67°. The inset depicts the related Fe L3 XAS process. XAS in total fluorescence or electron yield mode cannot be successfully
measured in this sample due to technical difficulties. (c) RIXS energy dependence across the Fe L3 edge at θ ¼ 20° and 2θ ¼ 150°, and
π-polarized x rays. The horizontal dashed line indicates the incident photon energy 710.2 eV used for RIXS measurements, while the
vertical dot-dashed line specifies the onset of fluorescence. (d) Overview of a typical high-resolution RIXS spectrum in purple color
(θ ¼ 45°, 2θ ¼ 90°, and q ¼ 0.51 Å−1). The high-energy-loss excitations are multiplied by a factor of 10 in the green colored spectrum
to ease the visualization of the dd, charge transfer, and fluorescence fine structure. The error bars are defined assuming a Poisson
distribution of the centroided, single-photon events.
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transferred during the RIXS measurements is parallel to
the [001] axis and defined in absolute unit Å−1.

III. MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS OF α-Fe2O3 FILMS

Figure 1(b) shows the Fe L3-edge XAS of 30-nm
α-Fe2O3 film measured in partial fluorescence yield
(PFY) mode. As the octahedral crystal field splits the
Fe 3d orbitals into t2g and eg levels, the XAS peak at
708.8 eV (710.2 eV) corresponds to the transition from the
2p3=2 orbitals to the t2g (eg) ones [42], as illustrated in the
inset of Fig. 1(b).
Figure 1(c) presents the energy dependence of the RIXS

spectra across the Fe L3 edge in the same sample. The color
map reveals pronounced excitations in two well-separated
energy-loss windows, respectively, below 500 meV and
above 1 eV. In the latter case, we observe interorbital,
Raman-like, dd excitations in the energy range of 1–4 eV,
with two main branches emerging at approximately 1.4 and
1.9 eV. These dd excitations correspond to 6A1g → 4T1g and
6A1g → 4T2g transitions, flipping both spin (S ¼ 5

2
→ 3

2
)

and orbital (eg → t2g), respectively. At higher energies,
weak charge-transfer excitations involving the electron
hopping between Fe 3d and O 2p orbitals start from
approximately 4-eV energy loss and extend up to 10 eV.
Furthermore, when the photon energy approaches the
Fe eg resonance [dashed line in Fig. 1(c)], a strong
fluorescence emerges around 2.5 eV, shifting linearly in
energy loss as the incident photon energy increases.
Overall, the broad high-energy excitations discussed
above are consistent with previous low-resolution RIXS
studies of α-Fe2O3 [31,43,44].
To introduce the low-energy excitations (below

500 meV), we display in Fig. 1(d) a representative high-
resolution RIXS spectrum recorded at the Fe eg resonance
as it maximizes the intensity of the excitations below
100 meV (see Fig. S1 and Sec. II in the Supplemental
Material [40]). The so far unresolved low-energy range of
the hematite RIXS spectrum reveals multiple sharp exci-
tations with the mode at approximately 100 meVappearing
as resolution limited and dominating the overall spectral
weight. Similar low-energy features with identical energies
and intensities are observed in the 15-nm α-Fe2O3 film in
the same scattering conditions. The corresponding results
are presented in Fig. S2 and Sec. III of the Supplemental
Material [40].
As the main scope of this work is about the nature of

these low-energy excitations, we present in Fig. 2(a) a
closer view of the RIXS spectrum introduced in Fig. 1(d). A
long sequence of excitations extending up to 500 meV is
observed. Note that the intensity of the region between 200
and 500 meV is expanded by a factor of 15 for clarity.
While it is known that magnon modes below 100 meV [38]
and (multi) phonon modes up to 200 meV [45,46] exist in
hematite, the richness of the excitations observed in the

RIXS data up to 500 meV is unprecedented. To scrutinize
the origin of these modes, we conduct a momentum-
dependent study, with q along the out-of-plane [001]
direction. The result is displayed in Fig. 2(b) for energy
losses up to 220 meV. A peak is observed dispersing
upward in energy loss for increasing q and reaching
approximately 100 meV at the zone boundary.
Additional peaks with small or no momentum dependence
are visible in the (100–200)-meV region of Fig. 2(b).
Because of the weaker intensity of the latter excitations
with respect to the ones below 100 meV, we fit all
contributions in the RIXS spectra within the (−100,
570)-meV range to extract quantitative information about
their q-dependence. In Fig. 2(a), we introduce our fitting
model based on ten Gaussian profiles, and we assign
one peak to the elastic line at 0 meV (dashed line), three
peaks to a known phonon and multiphonon contributions
(solid lines) from Refs. [45–47] (see also Sec. IV in the
Supplemental Material [40]), and additional six peaks

(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 2. Momentum dependence of low-energy excitations in
30-nm α-Fe2O3 film. (a) Enlarged view of the selected RIXS
spectrum in Fig. 1(c) at q ¼ 0.51 Å−1 (open dots). The low-
energy excitations up to 500 meVare fitted with ten Gaussians, as
explained in the main text. The gray solid line is the sum of the
fitted components. (b) RIXS color map (in logarithmic scale) as a
function of q. The spectra are normalized to the integrated
spectral weight in the region 0.6–8.0 eV. The black lines display
the calculated single-magnon acoustic and optical branches for
α-Fe2O3 single crystal [38]. (c) Fitting results in terms of peak
position versus q for the six unconstrained solid-filled Gaussians.
The black lines are the same as in (b) and the color code is the
same as in (a). The fit error bar is defined in Sec. V of the
Supplemental Material [40].
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(area-filled profiles) to all the other excitations extending
up to approximately 500 meV. For the details of our fitting
analysis and the implemented constraints, refer to Sec. Vof
the Supplemental Material [40]. In Fig. 2(c), we report a
summary of the fitted energies for the six area-filled peaks.
Except for the lowest-energy excitation behaving as an
acoustic mode, all the other excitations are optical modes:
Interestingly, their q-averaged energies appear to follow a
harmonic sequence with respect to the first optical mode
at E0, i.e., E0 (∼97� 1 meV), 2E0 (∼188� 4 meV),
3E0 (∼286� 15 meV), 4E0 (∼376� 17 meV), and
5E0 (∼478� 19 meV).
From inelastic-neutron-scattering studies [37,38], the

single magnon (ΔSz ¼ 1 excitation) in α-Fe2O3 single
crystal is known to exhibit both an acoustic and an optical
branch. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), we overlay to the RIXS
data the single-magnon dispersion calculated following
Ref. [38]. A remarkable consistency exists between the
calculated dispersion of the ΔSz ¼ 1 branches and the
excitations probed by RIXS below 100 meV. On one hand,
this important observation reveals the magnetic nature of
the first two excitations in Fig. 2(c). On the other hand, this
result shows that the out-of-plane single magnon has the
same energy either in the bulk or in the thin films
(30 and 15 nm thick). This suggests that the single magnon
in hematite is not subject to thickness-related phenomena or
to electronic band reconstruction acting on the confinement
direction [14,15]. Finally, we propose that the observed
harmonic sequence of optical modes at 2E0, 3E0, 4E0, and

5E0 energies may share the same magnetic origin as the
fundamental mode ΔSz ¼ 1 at E0 energy.

IV. CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

To assess the nature of the low-energy harmoniclike
sequence of excitations, we use the LDAþ DMFT AIM, a
recently introduced method to simulate the RIXS spectra
of correlated transition-metal oxides [31,48–50]. The
LDAþ DMFT calculations are performed for the valence
electrons (Fe 3d and O 2p orbitals are included) in the
experimental crystal structure [51–54]. In addition to the
ab initio band structure, three parameters are required:
Hubbard U, Hund’s coupling J, and charge-transfer
energy ΔCT [31,49,53,55]. These are determined to be
U ¼ 6.5 eV, ΔCT ¼ 2.4 eV, and J ¼ 1.0 eV by matching
the experimental RIXS high-energy excitations (above
1 eV) with LDAþ DMFT AIM calculations, as detailed
in the Sec. VI of the Supplemental Material [40].
Figure 3(a) shows the computed RIXS intensities evalu-

ated using the Kramers-Heisenberg formula (see Sec. VI of
the Supplemental Material [40]), which implements the
dipole transitions for the photon absorption and emission.
The spectrum (black line) exhibits an intense peak at
ESF ¼ 66 meV, followed by four equally spaced peaks
at 2ESF, 3ESF, 4ESF, and 5ESF with decreasing intensities,
similar to the experimental observation represented by the
fitted Gaussian components [color-filled areas in Fig. 3(a)].
Analyzing the ground-state and final-state wave functions

(b) (c)(a)

FIG. 3. Calculations of magnetic excitations for α-Fe2O3. (a) Calculated RIXS spectrum of multispin-flip excitations using the
LDAþ DMFT AIM (black solid line). The color-filled Gaussians are the fitting results of the experimental RIXS data in Fig. 2(a). The
elastic peak is removed in both spectra. The calculated spectral weight for ΔSz ¼ 3, 4, 5 underestimates the measured intensity, and
possible arguments are presented in Sec. VI of Ref. [40]. (b) A diagram of the possible multispin-flip excitations for an S ¼ 5

2
system

using a local picture. (c) The q-resolved DOS of the AFM magnons. The single-magnon is calculated within the Heisenberg model. The
multimagnons are obtained as a convolution of multiple single magnons, as explained in the text. For each ΔSz mode, the DOS is
normalized to the maximum achieved in the investigated q range. The horizontal white lines define the energy windows used for each
DOS normalization. The markers are the experimental RIXS energies identified in Fig. 2(c) for the acoustic (circles) and optical
(squares) branches.
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(see the Table III in the Supplemental Material [40]), we
identify the calculated peaks as ΔSz ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
multispin-flip excitations with increasing energy; see the
diagram in Fig. 3(b). Although there is no analogy of the
acoustic magnon branch in AIM, the local spin-flip
excitations captured by the Anderson impurity model
coincide with the real energy of the flat optical magnon
branch in a 3D antiferromagnet.
The LDAþ DMFT AIM, however, appears to under-

estimate the peak positions of ΔSz ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
excitations by a factor of approximately 1.4 with respect to
the experiment; see the different scales used for the bottom
(calculation) and top (experiment) axes in Fig. 3(a).
This result reflects an underestimation of the effective
interatomic spin exchange by the present LDAþ DMFT
model. A more accurate description of the effective
exchange parameters may require inclusion of interaction
on the oxygen sites [56], which is beyond the scope of this
work. Furthermore, we note that the calculation under-
estimates the spectral weight of ΔSz ¼ 3, 4, 5 excitations
by a factor of approximately 4 relative to that of ΔSz ¼ 1, 2
excitations. Possible causes for this are discussed in Sec. VI
of Ref. [40].
To address the absolute energy and q-dispersion of

these excitations, we resort to the Heisenberg model
H ¼ P

i;j JijSi · Sj with the exchange parameters of bulk
α-Fe2O3 [37,38]. We derive first the dispersion εðqÞ of the
single-magnon acoustic and optical branches, being the
two eigenmodes of H for α-Fe2O3. For the higher-order
spin-flip excitations (ΔSz ≥ 2), we represent them as
multiple, noninteracting magnons rather than bound
states of several magnons. Therefore, a multimagnon
excitation at a momentum q is expressed as a product
(convolution) of the single magnons with momenta
(q1; q2;…) constrained by the momentum conservation,
i.e., q ¼ q1 þ q2 þ…. Evaluating the n-particle Green’s
functions Gnðω; qÞ ¼ ½ω − εðq1Þ − εðq2Þ − � � � − εðqnÞ�−1
for single magnons across the whole Brillouin zone
eventually produces the spectral density in energy-
momentum space for the ΔSz ¼ n excitation.
In Fig. 3(c), we display the resulting density of states

(DOS) forΔSz ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 multimagnon excitations.
The ΔSz ¼ 1 acoustic and optical branches topping around
98 meV reproduce the experimental RIXS results (circle
and square symbols overlaid to the DOS). Although the
calculated multimagnon spectra present a broad continuum,
the spectral weights actually accumulate in narrow peaks at
multiples of approximately 98 meV. This reflects the flat
nature of the optical magnon branch in a 3D antiferro-
magnet, contrary to a 1D system [36], and well captures the
experimental RIXS results reproduced in Fig. 3(c). Thanks
to this agreement, we fully corroborate the assignment of
the measured harmoniclike peaks as ΔSz ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 magnetic excitations, and infer their character as multiple
noninteracting magnons. The noninteracting behavior is an

important aspect for the magnon propagation in α-Fe2O3,
directly relevant for spintronics and consistent with the
recently reported long-magnon-propagation length [5].
We further note that the total multimagnon contribution
observed in α-Fe2O3 amounts up to 10% of the single-
magnon spectral weight (including the effect of the RIXS
cross section).

V. MULTIMAGNON EXCITATIONS IN RIXS

Ultimately, our observations raise the question of
the origin of multimagnon excitations in the RIXS
spectra, in light of the dipolar character of the photon
emission and absorption processes exchanging at most
two quanta of angular momentum. To answer this, we
investigate the spin character of the RIXS intermediate
states jmi. To simplify the analysis, we employ an atomic
model [30,57], which has the same symmetry properties
as AIM but allows explicit evaluation of the intermediate
states jmi (see Sec. VII of the Supplemental Material [40]
for details). We then examine the amplitudes Im ¼
jhfjTejmihmjTijgij2 [see Eq. (S1) in the Supplemental
Material [40]] for the transition from the ground state jgi
to the final state jfi via jmi [58]. Note that the amplitudes
Im are only indicative of whether a given channel is
available or not. They shall not be summed up to estimate
the total RIXS amplitude, which arises due to interference
of all the different channels.
Since the electric dipole transitions conserve the

electron spin, the spin-flip excitations are enabled by spin-
nonconserving terms in the system Hamiltonian. It is
therefore crucial to understand which are the active
symmetry-breaking terms and how they affect the final
states in RIXS. The initial state jgi and final states jfi of the
studied RIXS process are orbital singlets, S ¼ 5

2
eigenstates

of the spin S3d, thanks to their half-filled 3d5 character and
the strong Hund’s coupling dominating over the crystal
field (CF). These states (jgi and jfi) remain approximately
so even if the weak 3d spin-orbit coupling SOC3d is
considered. The completely filled 2p core shell, instead,
is subject to the strong spin-orbit-coupling SOC2p but
negligible CF; thus, it can be labeled by the total angular
momentum J2p. In the intermediate state jii, when a 2p
electron is promoted to the 3d state, the core-valence
interaction CV2p↔3d [59] becomes relevant as it entangles
the partially filled 2p and 3d states due to its multipole
terms. As a result, CV2p↔3d conserves only the total
angular momentum of both shells J2p þ J3d, but not the
J2p and J3d angular momenta separately. A summary of the
conserved quantities for each active interaction is presented
in Table I.
On the basis of this information, we disentangle the

role of the different terms, i.e., SOC2p, SOC3d, CV2p↔3d,
and CF, in the atomic model and uncover their contri-
bution to Im by switching them on and off independently.
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Considering the photon-electron interaction under
dipole approximation, the following selection rule
applies to the photon absorption or emission process,
e.g., ΔJz ¼ 0;�1 [17]. As we focus here on spin
excitations, we need to transfer the available angular
momentum to the spin of the electrons by activating
proper spin-orbital-coupling channels.
With all interactions on [see Fig. 4(a)], a large number of

nondegenerate jmi states is accessible, and their amplitude
is finite for ΔSz ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. With reference to
Table I, when these four interactions are simultaneously
active, no quantity is conserved (a quantity is conserved
when it is so for each active interaction). In particular, S3d is
not a good quantum number for the intermediate states jmi.
This is reflected by hŜ3d;zi and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hŜ2

3di
q

differing from the

integer n and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nðnþ 1Þp

, respectively; see inset of
Fig. 4(a).
In Fig. 4(b), we switch off the two terms that break S3d,

respectively, CV2p↔3d and SOC3d (see Table I). In this
case, S3d is conserved, as demonstrated by the integer value
of, e.g., hŜ3d;zi. A finite Im is obtained only for ΔSz ¼ 1

due to the spin mixing in the 2p state by SOC2p [14,16,26];
i.e., electrons with opposite spin can be excited or deexcited
in the photon absorption or emission process.
Comparing the two scenarios in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),

it clearly emerges the key role of CV2p↔3d and SOC3d in
allowing multispin excitations in the RIXS process. The
nonconservation of S3d caused by the spin-orbital mix in
the Fe 3d states enables the transfer of the angular
momentum to the electron spin. This can happen directly
by SOC3d or indirectly due to the combination of SOC2p

and the multipole part of CV2p↔3d. In both cases, a number
of states jmi have overlap with initial and final states of
different Sz, leading to multispin-flip excitations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 4. Calculated RIXS amplitude Im ¼ jhfjTejmihmjTijgij2
of the magnetic excitations [the numerator part of the first term
in the Kramers-Heisenberg formula; see Eq. (S1) of the
Supplemental Material [40] ] from the ground state jgi to the
final state jfi via different intermediate states jmi with energies
Em ∈ ½EL3

� 0.3 eV� (EL3
denotes the Fe-eg absorption en-

ergy), using the local atomic model. (a) Amplitude Im when
SOC3d, SOC2p, CV2p↔3d, and CF interactions are switched on.
(b) Amplitude Im when SOC3d and CV2p↔3d are off (i.e.,
SOC2p and CF are on). (c) Amplitude Im when CF is off (i.e.,
SOC3d, SOC2p, CV2p↔3d are on). Within the selected L3-edge
energy window, we consider 56, 51, and 29 jmi states with
different eigenenergies Em (indicated by the green shaded area),
respectively, for (a), (b), and (c), accounting for 95% of the total
calculated RIXS intensity (integrated over the energy loss) at a
given photon energy (EL3

). The insets on the left of each plot

summarize the hŜ3d;zi and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hŜ2

3di
q

values on the Fe 3d shell in

these intermediate states.

TABLE I. Conserved quantities for the 2p and 3d shells
(columns) under SOC2p, SOC3d, CV2p↔3d, and CF interactions
(rows). The ✓ marker indicates that the corresponding operators
commute, while the ⨯ marker indicates noncommuting operators.
An observable is conserved if its column contains only✓ markers;
i.e., the interactions with the ⨯ mark are not included in the
Hamiltonian. The red color highlights the broken quantities that are
critical for accessing multispin excitations enabling the transfer of
angular momentum to the electron spin. The green color highlights
the broken quantity that expands the available angular momentum
beyond ΔJz ¼ 2 exchanged by the absorbed and emitted photons.

No. J2p þ J3d J2p J3d L3d S2p þ S3d S2p S3d

SOC2p ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ✓

SOC3d ✓ ✓ ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ✓ ⨯
CV2p↔3d ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ⨯ ✓ ⨯ ⨯
CF ⨯ ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Finally, we discuss the role of CF. In Fig. 4(c), we keep
all interactions on but we switch off the CF, i.e., in
condition of spherical symmetry. The total angular momen-
tum J3d þ J2p is conserved, but not S3d. A finite Im is
found for multispin excitations, but only up to ΔSz ¼ 2. In
this case, in fact, only the angular momentum carried by the
absorbed and emitted photons is the source ofΔSz, which is
therefore less than or equal to 2. On the contrary, when the
spherical symmetry is broken, i.e., CF ≠ 0 as in Fig. 4(a),
the J3d þ J2p quantity is not conserved, and the crystal
lattice acts as a reservoir of angular momentum, allowing
the exchange of more than two quanta of ΔJz. Multispin
excitations beyond ΔSz ¼ 2 [22,33] then become possible,
reaching ΔSz ¼ 2S in a spin-S system, e.g., ΔSz ¼ 5 for
α-Fe2O3. Following this logic, we predict to resolve
multispin excitations up to ΔSz ¼ 3 for CoO, an S ¼ 3

2

system. For a quantitative comparison of the individual
strength of CV2p↔3d, SOC3d, SOC2p onto the multispin-
flip RIXS intensity, we refer to Fig. S7 in the Supplemental
Material [40].

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we unveil magnons and their q-dynamics
in S ¼ 5

2
α-Fe2O3 thin films by combining RIXS measure-

ments and calculations based on LDAþ DMFT AIM and
the Heisenberg model. Below 100 meV, we observe the
single-magnon mode with equivalent energy in 15- and
30-nm films. This mode displays a q-dispersion matching
the one of the bulk, thus indicating the robustness of out-of-
plane magnons in hematite down to 15 nm. Furthermore,
an unexpected sequence of equally spaced excitations is
observed in the (100–500)-meV range assigned to
ΔSz ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 spin-flip transitions corresponding
to multiple noninteracting magnons. Based on these results,
we convey a comprehensive description of the energy,
character, and momentum dependence of magnons in
hematite thin films, with potential impact on magnon
transport (e.g., hematite offers noninteracting, long-range
traveling magnons with finite contribution from multi-
magnon modes) and on magnon pumping (e.g., pump
frequency should be set away from the multimagnon
energies to minimize dissipation channels). At the same
time, our study generalizes the use of L-edge RIXS as a
multispin-excitation probe being able to access magnetic
excitations up to ΔSz ¼ 2S. We demonstrate that the
breaking of S3d, and the consequent spin-orbital mix in
the valence shell, is the key element for opening the path to
multispin-flip excitations. Furthermore, for ΔSz > 2, we
introduce the key role of the lattice-breaking spherical
symmetry acting as a reservoir of angular momentum
and complementing the one carried by the absorbed
and emitted photons. Such a mechanism can generate
interesting consequences. For example, in multiorbital
systems (under proper conditions of, e.g., resonant edge,

crystal-field symmetry, Hund’s coupling), we could control
the intensity of the spin and multispin-flip excitations by
manipulating the local crystal environment through exter-
nal perturbations, like, e.g., strain, light pulses, gating, and
chemical pressure. This opportunity could represent a novel
route to tune magnetic excitations in spintronic materials,
deserving further studies. Ultimately, our method proves
the feasibility of magnon studies in devicelike conditions,
i.e., thin films, encouraging future investigations under,
e.g., electric gating or photoexcitation.
As a final note, we underline that understanding multi-

magnons beyond ΔSz > 2 by means of a two-photon-
scattering process is a very timely and active topic
stimulated by the recently improved RIXS spectrometers.
Indeed, similar conclusions on the key role of the CF in
the context of multimagnons with ΔSz > 2 have also been
reported by Elnaggar et al. while studying the azimuthal
dependence of α-Fe2O3 single crystals [60].
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